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Zigga fly clip system 

ZIGGA INNOVATIVE SPORTING 

ACCESSORIES 

FFFFounded on modular design principles, the 

Zigga fly clip system comprises individual metal 

bands that are interchangeable between our  

entire range of fly boxes and display cabinets.  

 

Available in either foam or coil design, this new 

concept allows you, not us, to decide the  

configuration of your fly box. 

 

No matter where you fish, how large your fly 

collection, or how frequently you fish, our range 

of products offers unparalleled versatility,  

durability and exceptional quality. 

INNOVATIVE FLY STORAGE SYSTEMS 

Range of flies held on our unique fly clips 

within a Liberty fly box 
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Online: www.zigga.com.au 

For further information and orders, please contact 



AAAAs the name suggests, these beautifully hand 

crafted cabinets offer the fly fisherman a  

superb way of show casing his or her entire 

fly collection.  

    

Crafted by skilled tradesman using 

Australian native timbers, each cabinet is 

manufactured to stringent quality standards 

and include: 

    

� slim line retractable front panel 

� toughened glass window  

� quick-release wall mount  

� tailored labelling system  

� durable closed cell foam lining 

    

Our standard cabinet will accept up to 40 

individual fly clips, translating to around 500 

individual flies, depending upon size.  

    

Each compartment can be separately labelled,  

allowing you to personalise your collection 

and provide an extra finishing touch. 

 

 

MMMMade entirely from corrosion resistant stainless 

steel to exacting standards, our coil fly clips are 

capable of securely holding fly sizes  6 to 16. 

    

The spring coils 

hold each fly upright, 

allowing maximum air  

circulation for drying and preventing 

crushed hackle associated with other clip fasteners.  

    

The close pitch of each coil allows precise spacing 

of different shape or size flies on a single clip, and 

the coils curved surfaces eliminate virtually all 

means of 

hook tip 

damage. 

    

EEEExhibiting  

durable corrosion resistant steel base and elastic 

foam upper, our ribbon fly clips are ideal for small 

dry flies or weighted nymphs. Pre-cut  sections 

hold the shank of each hook securely, allowing 

flies to be inserted from either side of the ribbon.  

    

Aluminium Fly Boxes 

TTTThe result of modern computer aided design,  

aerospace technology and rigorous testing, this 

new range of fly boxes is truly state of the art in 

design, quality and innovation.  

 
 

Manufactured from thin gauge aluminium alloy,  

engineered  polymers and  

corrosion resistant steel, 

our collection of  

liberty, ultra-

light and pocket fly 

boxes sets a new bench-

mark in fly merchandise.  
 

Available in two basic sizes, medium [150 x 100] mm 

and small [100 x 66] mm  

All Zigga fly 

boxes are  

finished in a 

tough corrosion  

resistant satin silver anodise and employ our ex-

clusive interchangeable fly clip system. 

 

Our medium and small boxes are supplied with 

either 4 or 2 fly clips as standard, and are backed 

up by our 5 year product guarantee. 65 Peel Street 
Newport, Victoria 
Australia 3015 
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